Study on the epidemiology of equine arteritis virus infection with different diagnostic techniques by investigating 96 cases of equine abortion in Hungary.
The occurrence of equine arteritis virus (EAV) induced equine abortions was studied with different laboratory methods during a 3-year period. Tissue samples from 96 aborted equine foetuses or newborn foals were collected from 57 farms located in different parts of Hungary. Virus isolation, polymerase chain reaction (PCR), immunohistochemistry and serology were used for the detection of EAV infection. The overall seroprevalence of EAV infection in mares was 65%. EAV induced abortion was diagnosed in eight (8.3%) cases from six (10.5%) herds. Abortion was sporadic in all herds except for one, where epidemic abortion happened. Fetal serology in six (75%) cases, the virus isolation in one (12.5%) case whereas PCR in all of the four investigated cases were positive. The virus could be observed with immunohistochemistry in seven (87.5%) cases mostly in the spleen followed by other organs and the allantochorion. In conclusion, PCR and immunohistochemistry seem to be the most sensitive and useful tests for the diagnosis of EAV induced equine abortion.